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Startling Revelations by an Insider
Consequent upon the dismemberment of the then
USSR in late 80s, there was a great outcry that the
world was no more a bipolar entity and America has to
be recognized as the lonely superpower without
hesitation. At the same time the invisible forces had
sent across an ambiguous message to acquaint the
world with the secretly planned New World Order, a
new system that was to replace all that was old and
traditionally adopted by the world communities at large.
The terminology New World Order, though widely
known, had yet not so far been clearly understood as to
what it really meant, what its objectives and target were
and who the forces behind it were. Surprisingly, there
were some startling revelations by a man named Dr.
Richard Day, who was an insider and one of the
important promoters of the New World System as they
called it. The revelations he made have mostly come to
fore so far and the changes that were forecast are
unfolding as the time goes forward. 

(Edited by Muhammad Faheem)

It was the 20th of March 1969 when Dr. Richard Day
had delivered a lecture to an audience of about 80 doctors
connected with the Pediatric Society in Pittsburg . One of
the participants in that gathering, Dr. Lawrence Dunegan, a
one time student of Dr. Richard, had transcribed from his
memory the contents of the lecture some 20 years afterward
in 1988. Dr. Richard Day who died in 1989 was a professor
of Pediatrics in the Mount Sinai Medical School in New York
and had been a medical director of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America previously. The transcript of the 2
tapes is  p resented herewi th af ter som e edi t ing .
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Every agenda item in the lecture had a basic and
real objective and a second ostensible one so as to make
the things acceptable under its cover. The lecture is in fact
an embodiment of some prophesies which were to occur in
the future. As earlier mentioned the man was one of the
'insiders' and promoters of the future system named as the
"New World System". He had a categorical mention of a well
organized and influential force behind this program. His very
foretells in his lecture had mostly come into fore within 20
years. He had also foretold that the total changes will reach
completion within 30 years, before the end of the 20th
century. He had ardently declared that they would enter into
the 21st century with all the things to have undergone
complete change and the New World System would be fully
in place by then. Mr. Day had spoken that necessary things
were in place and that there was no obstacle in the way to
switch over to the new system. He spoke of the East West
reconciliation and of people's ignorance about the real
power centers where decisions were f inal ized and
governments made and policies approved. These were
familiar personalities and organizations, he argued, but
mostly in private capacities and not so conspicuous in public life. 

During his talk he was stressing not to use any
recorder and take no notes as he feared a negative reaction
if the contents were made public. His tune and way of talk
was clearly marking his unhappiness with the 'change' albeit
himself being a part of the game. He seemed to be wishing
people's opposition to the-would- be New-World-System
and that the people should not accept i t w ith easy
acquiescence.
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Talking on the family planning he said the purpose
was to control population, stressing on food, living space
and other necessities. There will be no bar on free sex but
births should be controlled through the use of contraceptive
and abortions. Sex education was to be popularized in
schools and augm ented w ith contracep tives, and
demonstration of practical  methods of birth control .
School-based clinics system was in place already for the
purpose. The real objective was to cut off legal marriages
and promote environment for free sex. Prior to 1969 such
things were not considered illegal but still few people were
there who were against   them on moral or religious ground.
They were, anyhow, helpless to yield to the practice in case
their own children were involved. Few orthodox people could
not be a matter of much concern since they were very few in
numbers and were to be eliminated soon.

Homosexuality would be boosted up. The old age
people would also be enticed to practice sex til l last.
Environment will be eased for free sex. Clothing will be
designed and fashioned in a way to inspire sexual emotions.
Females will be making their bodies more attractive and
sexy and will display themselves more by wearing jeans that
will fit more conspicuously in the crotches. Nipples will be
provided with very fine covering material to attract attention
and enhance sexual sensation. Diabolically reproduction will
be the job of laboratory while sex will be a free game with no
reproduction. Importance of family will be minimized.
Nobody will be allowed to have more than two children so
as to keep the family undersized. Divorce will be made easy
and marriages difficult. Most of the people will tend to live in
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hotels and apartments without legal bondage. Women will
be provided more opportunities for work outside their homes
and husbands will be transferred far away from homes.
Such measure will be aimed to perturb family life and to
curtail on the tendency for more births. At the start traveling
facilities will be abundantly made available so that to allure
people to accept far away transfers. If both wife and
husband were employed, they would be transferred at
different stations resulting very soon in giving up the job by
one of them. This will create joblessness and frustration at
the end. 

Things will be manipulated for the extermination of
old-age people since they will be considered as burden on
the society. Health care facilities for such people will be very
much costly and such people will have little support from
their families because of complete disintegration of the
institution of family. Such people will be left to end their life
by taking the 'Demise Pill' which will be made easily
accessible. Medical care will be attached to working
capability with no facilities for those who have run out of
working physically. These people will prefer to die rather
than living a hapless life. There will be little facilities of
insurance for old and weak people and they will be unable
to visit hospitals where security will be tightened enough to
make entry impossible for them. Hospitals will be turned into
the dens of crim inals rather than places for patient
treatments. The criminals kept in the hospital abodes will be
deployed for other secret activities. Doctors will be mostly
tightened under the corporate administration to enslave
them under the New System and opportunities for their
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private practice will diminish. 
Cancer, AIDS and other fatal diseases will be used

as tools for controlling population growth. Professor Day
admitted that the cancer could be cured right then but
preference would be given to comforts availability to the
patients rather than cure.

New diseases and ailments will be 'created' which
will be difficult to diagnose and cure. Professor Lawerence
was of the view that AIDS was a 'created' and propagated.
Heart Attack will be used as tool for killing humans. Fatty
diets available in much more mushrooming burger houses
and readymade food restaurants wi l l  make people
easygoing. Plenty availability of readymade foods will lessen
the importance of home foods and kitchens will fall cool and
barren. This will end the taste of family union and affinity
round food table. Less exercise and more fatty and easy
eating will make people ill and lazy to fall easy victim to
different diseases. Education will be used as a means of
getting earlier into puberty stage. How would it be used,
Professor Lawerence could not recollect what was exactly
narrated in the lecture.

Religions will be amalgamated into a single mixture.
The Professor confessed that he was making this atheistic
declaration despite knowing that people do have an
attachment to the religion since their secrets and social
attachments stand connected with religion. Since the
religions, particularly Christianity will not be able to cope with
the future changes therefore, they have to fad away. The
way to do away with all sheds of Christianity is to fell the
Roman Catholic Church one way or the other. Thereafter a
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consensus religion on the international level could be
drafted with portions of the old religions embodied therein.
This very artificial type of religion is to be made acceptable
to people at all levels. Eventually majority of the people will
remain unconnected with the religion since they would
realize that they did not really need any religion.

Changes will be done in the Bible so as to make it
compatible with the newly evolved religion. Only basic
erminologies and key terms of the Bible have to be altered
as the whole book will need no redrafting. Professor Day
claimed that the Church will fully cooperate with the
endeavors of bringing change in Bible and the religion. 

Schools will be used as centers for indoctrination.
Classics in the literature will be changed alongside changes
in Bible and religion. These changes will be of such a subtle
nature that they could not be detected by common readers.
Of course the changes will be of very basic nature which will
help in convincing people to adopt the New System.
Schooling timings will be of long duration but students will
return homes with very little learning. Summer vacations will
not be limited to summer but can be announced at any time
of the year. What previously was to be learnt in Bachelor
program could then be done only in degrees courses,
meaning thereby long duration and little education with
wastage of time! Studies will be made very intensive but
very narrow with little extensive approach. There will be
more specialization but the so-called specialists in one line
will be quite ignorant of anything in other disciplines. Access
to books and computers will be checked so as getting
information on subjects out of one's own field will be very
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difficult. Any one who wants to do so will have to justify his
request with very convincing reasons.

Schools would be used as centers for social
gatherings of different nature and various functions will be
held in these centers. Elderly people will also have frequent
visits to these schools to attend functions. They will
encounter there new and unfamiliar activities, with which
they will have little compatibility and as such they would start
feeling disgusted and thinking about themselves to be
worn-out individuals and a burden on society. Hence they
better take the demise pills and vacate the space. In the
same way students will be overburdened with all these
multifarious activities along with education and they will fall
short of competing in any one line. They will also fall prey to
discontent and frustration. A great number out of this lot
may leave schools and fall victim to drugs and alcohol and
embrace death by taking demise pills.

Certain books will be stolen out from libraries
through people specifically deployed for the purpose. At the
same time a ban will be imposed that nobody could possess
any book as one's own property. Rules related to Sundays
will also undergo changes. Gambling rules will be modified
and made easy so that this menace is f lour ished.
Governments will participate in gambling activities along
with individuals. Lotteries were already run under the
patronage of governments with a view to getting maximum
of the income which otherwise would go into private
pockets. Anti-trust laws and bankruptcy laws will be
changed or reinterpreted anew. Use of drugs and alcohol
will be encouraged and strange enough that at the same
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time laws pertaining to these things will be further intensified
and made more effective. The real objective was that with
easy availability of drugs the whole population will get
addicted to them and laws will become operative against the
week sections of the society to be eliminated as the principle
of survival of the fittest will operate. There will be more need
for constructing more jails and hospitals will be constructed
keeping the requirements of jail in view so that in future they
can be used for this purpose. 
The second tape:

The sense of insecurity will be boosted up in people
through various tactics. Names of the streets will be
changed and ghost buildings will be allowed to remain
unoccupied. Bridges and buildings will be constructed with
very inferior material to be a threat to life. Such things will
force people to leave the places and migrate elsewhere to
live with everlasting frustration. "Not long time had passed
after we attended this lecture when a number of incidences
of bridges and building collapse were reported at different
locations." Slums will be created to be good venues for
criminal activities. Some people will leave these slums for
some better place w ith no sympathy for the people
remaining there, understandably for the criminal activities,
so much characterized with these slums. The other places
will better be secured through watch and ward and proper
policing services. The professor was arguing that i f
insecurity was let loose in one place, there was enough
arrangement for proper security in other places. 

American industrial pre-eminence will be curtailed
and different parts of the world will be given roles in industry
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and commerce in a global setup. He expressed that
demolishing of the existing building becomes imperative if
somebody wants to construct a new one on a certain
location. In the same analogy the American industry can be
accounted for. In this reference he was particularly
mentioning the motor car industry of America which should
be made dubious to give a chance to other countries to
come forward in this field. Similarly the national American
game Baseball had to be reversed and instead Soccer had
to be promoted because the former had been much more
'Americanized'. This can be done by arousing a biased
attitude towards the players of the national game by
enhancing their salaries to the frustration of people. The
teammates and other getting less will find themselves forced
to leave the game. At the end the owners and organizers of
the clubs will feel the burden of these heavy salaries and the
game will face a fateful end. In case of football, the
Professor was admitting that it was difficult to finish it easily
since it was quite popular in Europe and so many other
countries. Also the element of violence in the football makes
it sustainable as the psychology of people is inclined to the
kind of vicarious violence. Soccer will be promoted to the
international level and America will be made part of the
international games. The game is already popular in South
America , Europe and Asia . America will be seated on the
bandwagon of the game after getting into this club.

Weapon like guns will not be allowed to go into the
hands of common people on the pretext of hunting.
Alternately guns could be obtained on loan from the centers
opened by the 'System' for this purpose. Such weapon has
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to be returned after the game is played. 
Girls will be inspired to come out in the open and

play with young boys instead of remaining indoors and
playing with dolls. To fulfill this sort of agenda, girls will be
provided more facilities and opportunities in order to match
and excel males in all male activities. It is now 20 years
passed as we see the scoring tables for girls with those of
male players and athletes. (And now in 2014 we are used to
witnessing almost naked females performing on the
international playgrounds.) These types of females are now
considered to be the role models of the time. As long as
such females are advancing in age, they would prefer to be
seen as athletes rather than a mother or a housewife. 

Much more facilities and opportunities will be at hand
where sexual and violent activities will be encouraged on the
pretext of entertainment and leisure. Sex and rough
language will openly be used. Lot of pornographic and
sexual material will be available on the TV and cinema
screens. VCR was not around by the time Professor Richard
Day was lecturing. However, he vividly expressed that it
would soon popularize on a wider scale. "You will see all
that on the screens, of which you can imagine." The
professor said,  a ll  this was meant to rouse sexual
sensations and inspire sexual sensitivities coupled with the
element of violence to stir up the whole social environment
and force the people to reconcile with the situation. The
element of violence will be intensified to the maximum so as
cases of killing become common to the extent whence these
will not be taken so serious a matter. Dr. Lawrence was
quoting such a bloody accident which he had happened to
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see along with his teenager son and which he could not
shun off his memory afterward. He was angry with Dr.
Richard Day who admitted to be a part of this movement.

Music will be modified to vulgarity with lyrics to
sensitize sexual sensations and hedonism. It will be
popularized among the young folk simply to lead them to
sexual jubilations. The old music will only be left on certain
stations only for old people with no attraction for the new
generation. These entertainment facilities will be made
available to the old people so that they could forget the
afflictions of the World War 2nd and certainly such people
will be very few beyond 90's. The vulgarity embedded music
will flourish onward with much more vigor and intensity.

There w i ll  be ban on travel ing. Everybody's
movement will be watched by making him carry at first an ID
card and later on to be undergoing an implanting under skin
codification of personal data. Artificial shortage of food will
be created so that the public become more sensitive to the
population growth. Growing food stuff on private level will be
control led on the excuse of  such p roducts being
contaminated with diseases and hence injurious to health.
All such things will have to be procured from the sources
and channels provided under the New World System.

Professor Richard also spoke of controlling weather.
He was confidently telling the audience that they had got full
control over weather or at least they had reached the point
where they would be able to do it very soon. This, he said
was not confined simply to the mixing of iodide crystal into
the atmosphere to make artificial rain but actually the
weather would be harnessed. We would be able to stop rain
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on areas we want and will bring untimely rain on areas we
want. Thus we will be able to hold back rain at the sowing
time and will allow it to rain at the harvest which will greatly
damage production of crops. 

Professor Richard was endorsing World War 1 and 2
with the plea that population would have gone beyond
bounds if billions of people had not been killed in these two
wars. However, he was arguing against any nuclear weapon
since it could be catastrophic to the whole world. Terrorism
will prevail in Europe and the rest of the world. America has
to accept the New World System without hesitation soon
lest it should face the same fate of encountering wave of
terrorism for which all the global conditions will be made
very much conducive. America had no choice but to admit
that the world was going to be a dreadful place if the world
affairs were not given in appropriate hands. (The New World
System)

The New System envisages full control of the
economic domain where individual economies will also be
controlled alongside with the collective enterprises. Your
salaries will be disbursed through the electronic banking
which w i l l  take up al l  the banks into a One Body
management, albeit seemingly the banks to be separate
and independent. Your total economic edifice will be liable to
very easy checking with a single push of a button from
somewhere not known to you. Excessive private savings will
not be allowed and heavy taxation will stop people from
hoarding more wealth. It will be done because there will be
a possibility of challenging the new system by economically
powerful people. You will be given a piece of leather in the
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shape of credit card which will be your property vulnerable to
fall easy prey to the totalitarianism of the New System. You
will be chased and followed with implants and radio-signals
and at times monitored by audio-monitors to be connected
to one of the wires in your drawing rooms to fully watch your
movements.

Private home ownership should be a dream of the
past. Price will be raised to the skyrocketing stage and the
sources for making houses will be made very difficult to get.
Purchase of house will remain nobody's job with the
passage of time, with the result that people will become
renters and forced to live in apartments and condominiums
which will not be accommodative for big families. Many
houses will fall vacant for want of purchasers since prices
will be too high to afford. House owners will gradually
decrease in number to attain the status of minority while
renters living in apartments will increase in number to
become majority. The apartment dwellers will have no
sympathy with the building dwellers and vice versa. Later on
the house dwellers will be forced to leave the houses by
levying heave taxes which will not be affordable for the
owners. Such measures will be detrimental to the minority
owners but will be acceptable rather a welcome measure for
the majority apartment renters. The people will be forced to
accept living in places provided by a Central Housing
Authority instituted by the New System. These places will be
inadequate for housing the family and will be insecure due
to living of alien people in attached dwelling lacking privacy.
A global system of totalitarianism will dominate to which all
people will have to make allegiance to never revert to the
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old system. There will be no room for those who do not wish
to toe with the system. People indulging in cluttering will be
shifted to special places. They will not be able to live there
long as death will be the only alterative for them, never to be
called martyrs of any cause. The new system will start on a
weekend of winter season. People will hear declaration for
the system on the morning of Saturday after every activity
would close on the previous evening of Friday. People will
be too preoccupied to know anything of their surroundings.  
The methods and procedures for official investment will
undergo drastic changes with repeated alteration in the
interest rates. People wi ll  not know prof i ts of their
investments. Motor vehicles will seem to be of different
kinds but they will actually be the same manufactured by
different industries. 

The point to be pondered is that all this stuff was
spoken out in one sitting by a single person which were the
endeavors of so many actors, and many of them have
actually come to fore within a period of 20 years. Planning
for lot of others has been done signifying thereby that all
these are very cunningly planned under great conspiracy. 

CONCLUSION
For us the serious question is what to do now? The

simple answer is to strengthen our belief in Allah and
implore upon Him to guide us to the right path and help us
against this diabolic agenda. At the same time every one of
us should try to pass on this information to as many people
as possible. We should long for a system that can guarantee

freedom and justice for all the people on this globe.

____________
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